Moody’s ESG Solutions

NASDAQ Green Designation Assessment

The NASDAQ Green Equity and Green Equity Transition designations provide a third party seal of approval on your green credentials. With a robust methodology integrating leading ESG standards, and intuitive reports for your stakeholders, this designation helps you to showcase with impact and integrity how you are facilitating the shift to a greener and more resilient future.

Green Designation Framework

A four pillar designation framework providing a holistic view on your green credentials

- **Revenues & Investments**
  - Green Revenue screening
  - Fossil Fuel Revenue screening
  - Green Investment screening

- **Strategy**
  - Temperature Alignment analysis

- **Taxonomy Alignment**
  - EU Taxonomy screening

Our Strengths

- **Credibility**:
  - Over 330 Second Party Opinions on sustainable bonds and loans since 2012. Climate Bonds Initiative approved verifier with 30+ years of expertise in ESG assessments

- **Transparency**:
  - Intuitive, informative and impactful deliverables to showcase to investors

- **Efficiency**:
  - Specialist teams to support your request
  - A fast 2 week process

Contact: Moody's ESG
Email: MESG@moodys.com
Twitter: @MoodyEsG
ESG Hub: esg.moodys.io
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